Electromagnetic wave (EM wave) functional composite materials containing metal-coated carbon fibers (MCFs) and lossy dielectrics have been investigated. Electromagnetic wave decay model of the composites was set up by transmission line simulation and field analysis. Transformation of absorption to reflection of electromagnetic wave of the composite materials are also concerned.
Composite Materials Preparation
Fabrication of composite materials includes carbon fiber surface finishing, dielectrics selection and composites formation. Electroplating technique was applied for obtaining various continuous and uniform metal layers or duplex metal layers. After coated with metal, the fibers were coated with a ceramic coating: Si0 2 coating by a sol-gel process or coated with an organic macromolecular layer: phenolic resin layer by cathodic electrophoretic method. Investigation in dielectrics which have efficient loss in the frequency range from X band to Ku band was performed. Several kinds of lossy dielectrics including Mn-Zn ferrite, Ni-Zn ferrite and Zr0 2-MgO ceramic were prepared by powder metallurgy. The electromagnetic wave functional composite materials consisting of epoxy matrix, copper or nickel coated carbon fibers, and ferrite, Zr0 2-MgO ceramic, clay, carbon black dielectrics were prepared with high temperature hot pressing process and median temperature curring process under the radiation of infrared rays. Fig.I shows the cross section of MCFs and Fig.2 shows the composite.
Property Test
The permeability and permittivity of the composite materials were measured by the use of an HP8510B microwave vector network analyser. The electromagetic wave power reflectivity of the composites was determined by frequency scanning tests in wave guide system with TE IO mode and compact field system with TEM mode respectively. mission line simulation and field analysis. A data base of permittivity and permeability of tweenty six kinds of composite materials containing MCFs was set up and reflectivity calculation was carried out in a designed BASIC program based on the reflection decay model.
Experimental Results and Conclusions
It has been found that MCF has the function of resonator and it can be used to adjust the electromagnetic parameters of electromagnetic wave functional composite materials, improve the EM wave energy attenuation property of the composites and widen the work frequency band width of EM wave. The near-field of MCF resonator has the characteristic of quasi-stability, thus the composites with MCF works mainly through the mechanism of resonant dissipation of incident EM wave energy, changing the EM wave energy into other types of energy mainly in heat energy. It has been also found that transformation of absorption to reflection of EM wave appears on condition that the content of MCF resonator added to the composite amounts to a critical value ofV fc , which is also revealed by the bifurcation of the EM wave transmission differential equation. Vfc is dependent on the dielectric property of the composite material. The smaller the imaginary part of complex permittivity e j , the greater the V fc • V fc has a wide range for the composite with a very small ej , in which electromagnetic wave absorption changes to reflection gradually. The transformation effect of absorption to reflection is due to the increasing in charge capacitance and strengthening in interaction of inductive electromagnetic field of resonators with the increasing of Vf. The tendency of reflectivity variation with frequency determined by calculation is basically in agreement with those revealed by frequency scanning experiments in a TE IO mode EM field and in a TEM mode EM field as shown in Fig.3 , which not only proves that the proposed model for reflectivity calculation is correct, but also reveals that the interaction behavior of composite material containing MCF resonator with EM wave propagating in free space can be predicted through the characteristic of the interaction of the composite material with guided wave. Frequency (GHz) Figure 3 Reflectivity of a typical composite (4GNi2).
